TWENTY-SIX MORE DOCTORS SENT TO SCHUYLKILL CO.

Col. W. A. Lawrence, in charge of the army doctors fighting the influenza epidemic in the Schuylkill section, said that he felt the situation was being gotten better in hand. While there is a high death rate in some places the death rate in other centers where the contagion raged fiercely, notably Minersville, is decreasing.

At Shamokin the death rate is high, that section apparently being at the high point of the epidemic.

Two nurses arrived from Columbia, W. J. Richards said that he is hopeful of securing more before the day is out.

Twenty-six additional doctors from Camp Crane arrived and were assigned as follows:


Sent From Camp Crane.

When the only practicing physician in Weatherly was taken ill this week an appeal was made to the State Health Department to send aid in fighting the “flu” epidemic. The State Department responded by sending Dr. Palmer from Camp Crane.